
INCOIS,
31.10.2017

Brief report - Special Diwali drive on Swachh Bharat Mission Campaign at INCOIS, Hyderabad

As per the directives received from Ministry of Earth Sciences, the special drive was conducted
before Diwali towards making of INCOIS clean and tidy by the Swachh Bharat Mission committee of
INCOIS.

All the INCOIS  staff were intimated about the special drive and asked to keep their working
places/surrounding clean and tidy. Moreover, the staff was asked to intimate about the old
unserviceable/unusable items like files, old spares, e-waste ie., Computer &  IT peripherals etc., around
their work places. Accordingly, such material was identified in the old car parking area of INCOIS, in
bulk. A cleanliness drive was conducted and the wastage/unusable items were cleared from our
technical store.

Enclosed are the pictures before and after the cleanliness drive.
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